An adaptive frequency-domain equaliser for the single carrier frequency division multiple access (SC-FDMA) system using the particle swarm optimisation (PSO) technique is proposed. Unlike the stochastic gradient and recursive least squares algorithms, the PSO is known to have fast convergence which does not depend on the underlying structure. The cost function used in a PSO is formulated based on the respective structure of the equaliser, whether it is a linear equaliser or a decision feedback equaliser. The robustness of the proposed PSO algorithm is demonstrated on a high Doppler scenario. Furthermore, it is shown that the performance improves more when using re-randomisation. Finally, it is shown that the PSO-based frequencydomain equaliser is more computationally efficient than its timedomain counterpart.
Introduction:
The most used algorithms for adaptive equalisation to deal with time-varying channels are the least mean squares (LMS) and recursive least squares (RLS) [1] . However, their performance degrades in channels having a large eigenvalue spread. Recently, particle swam optimisation (PSO) has been used for adaptive estimation/ equalisation problems and showed its improved performance when compared with other conventional algorithms [2] [3] [4] . The PSO algorithm does not assume any underlying model; therefore, its performance is independent of the characteristics of the system used. For this reason, PSO is expected to perform well in a channel with a large eigenvalue spread.
The PSO is a robust algorithm with fast convergence [5] . It is used to minimise continuous and real-valued function in an l-dimensional space. The swarm, also known as population, is comprised of particles that move in a predefined search space. The position of each particle within the search space represents the potential solution to the problem.
In this Letter, PSO is used in an adaptive frequency-domain (FD) equaliser for the uplink single carrier frequency division multiple access (SC-FDMA) system and it is shown to have less computational complexity as compared with PSO applied to adaptive time-domain (TD) equalisation. More importantly, in the case of a decision feedback equaliser (DFE), separate fitness functions, for the feedforward and the feedback filters, are developed entirely in the FD.
System description:
We consider an uplink SC-FDMA system having K users and a total of N subcarriers, with each user assigned M subcarriers, i.e. N = KM. The transmitter of an SC-FDMA system consists of an M-point DFT, a subcarrier mapping, an N-point IDFT and a cyclic prefix insertion operation [6] . At the receiver, the reverse operations are performed. Let M be the modulated data symbols of the mth user which are grouped to form a block x. Now, the mth user's received signal after demapping is given as
Λ is the M × M channel matrix having a diagonal structure, N is the noise vector having variance s N I N , and
and the weight vector of the linear equaliser (LE) be denoted by W, then the output of the equaliser, X k , in the FD at instant k is given by
In the case of the DFE, the output of the equaliser iš
where
T are the feedforward and the feedback filters of the DFE, respectively. Note that the exact solution of these filter coefficients is not needed in the case when using an adaptive algorithm. The decision matrix D k is defined as
wherex k is the decision onx k which is given aš
Finally, the error signal,
, is given as
PSO-based adaptive equalisation: In this Section, a PSO-based adaptive equalisation algorithm is devised for the SC-FDMA system. For this, the filter coefficients in (2) and (3) are calculated adaptively using PSO [4] . We denote the M-dimensional position and velocity vectors of the ith particle at the instant k as A fitness function (cost function), developed later, is minimised to reach the global minimum. The local and global bests in a conventional PSO are found as follows. For the ith particle, among all the particle's visited positions up to the instant k, the one that gives the lowest value of the cost function is the local best of the ith particle denoted by pbest i,k . Similarly, for the whole swarm and among all the swarm's visited positions up to the instant k, the one that gives the lowest value of the cost function is the global best of the swarm abbreviated as gbest k . The velocity update equation is given as
where rand j = rand 0, j , rand 1, j , . . . , rand M −1, j T , j = 1, 2 and the lth element rand l,j is a uniformly distributed number in the range [0, 1], γ(k) is the time-varying constriction factor defined in [4] and c 1 and c 2 are the positive acceleration constants satisfying c 1 + c 2 > 4. After updating (6), the ith particle's position is changed according to
Fitness function: A PSO is more effective in offline applications where the whole data are available; however, our case is an online one; therefore, instead of using the whole data, a block of data, i.e. one SC-FDMA symbol is used. The fitness function (cost function) used in the minimisation procedure at the kth iteration is given as
where e k ( j) is the jth error at the kth instant and it is obtained from (5). By taking the DFT, the FD version of the error is given as
and also
Minimising (7) in the TD is equivalent to minimising (9) in the FD as (7) depends on
j=0 |e k (j)| and so does E k . Therefore, the absolute value of E k will be our fitness function. As
hence unlike the conventional PSO, we define a vector of fitness functions of length M. In other words, the value of the fitness function is different for each dimension. In this way, instead of comparing particle positions to constitute pbest i,k for the ith particle, we find the best value of each dimension and pbest i,k will be the amalgamation of each best dimension up to the instant k. Similarly, gbest k is the combinations of each best dimension among all pbest i,k , i = 1, 2, … n, where n is the swarm size.
The above fitness function is valid for LE, but in the case of DFE we have to find the coefficients of both the feedforward and the feedback filters which is not possible by using the same fitness function. Therefore, we put a constraint on the feedback filter which cancels out the pre-and post-cursors, but not the desired component as in [7] . We use this constraint to formulate our fitness function for DFE. The constraint-based problem for each frequency bin is given as follows:
By using a Lagrange multiplier, we obtain
Now, the gradient of (11) with respect to F (l) and B(l) is equal to
and
PSO compares the fitness value of all the particles and picks the one that gives the lowest value. As the term Y k (l) in (12) is common for all the particles, hence we ignore this term and the fitness function for the feedforward filter is f (k) F (l) = |E k (l)|, which is the same as for the LE. In (13), α k is updated according to the stochastic gradient method
where μ is the step size.
Re-randomisation:
One of the problems of the PSO is that once a gbest is found, then all particles start to move towards it and hence become stagnant around the global minimum leaving empty spaces in the search space. In our scenario, we are using PSO not only to avoid providing channel information needed at the SC-FDMA receiver but also to track the variations in the channel. Therefore, due to the timevarying nature of the problem, the values of the equaliser taps are not fixed and if the particles become stagnant in one place, then the PSO will not be able to find a plausible solution. To tackle this issue, a re-randomisation is proposed. In this method, the particles are re-randomised around gbest k after certain time instants, except during the training phase. In the training phase, the main objective is to enable the particles to search for the global minimum quickly. However re-randomisation during this phase will slow down the speed of convergence of the global minimum search process. The benefit of re-randomisation is its capability to allow the particles a higher probability of finding the best solution in time-varying environments. As such it also yields a better bit error rate (BER). Re-randomisation here can be thought of retraining of the RLS/LMS schemes which is used to avoid divergence in these algorithms. Therefore, re-randomisation will not only improve the performance but also reduce the overhead that would otherwise be required in retraining blocks needed in RLS/LMS.
Complexity analysis: In this Section, the computational complexity of the PSO algorithm operating in the FD (FD-PSO) is compared to that of the PSO operating in the TD (TD-PSO) [4] for a DFE. The comparison is based on the total number of complex multiplications and additions. Table 1 summarises the computational complexity of both algorithms. To illustrate the computational complexity, for M = 512, FD-PSO is 128 times faster than TD-PSO in terms of multiplication and 103 times faster in terms of addition. Although the FD-PSO is computationally heavier than the RLS, it is nevertheless still preferred to use the PSO because of its superior performance over that of the RLS. Moreover, as processing is carried out in the base station (the uplink scenario), the computational complexity is not problematic any more for the FD-PSO algorithm. Simulation results: In this Section, the FD-PSO algorithm is tested on a long term evolution system (uplink SC-FDMA) with a carrier frequency of 2 GHz and a bandwidth of 5 MHz. Quadrature phase shift keying modulation with interleaved mapping on a three-path Rayleigh fading channel is used. M = 512, n = 40 and the rest of the parameters are similar to those used in [4] . Fig. 1 , has been achieved by the FD-PSO over the RLS algorithm. The impact of the number of the particles and re-randomisation is depicted in Fig. 2 . By increasing the swarm size, we can improve the performance of the proposed algorithm, this being due to the fact that the particles will cover all the search space, thus allowing the PSO to easily find the potential solution. Similarly, re-randomisation prevents all the particles from converging to a single point, thus improving performance. At a high Doppler, the PSO performs much better than the RLS, as shown in Fig. 2 . Conclusion: An FD-PSO-based adaptive equaliser in an SC-FDMA system is proposed. Simulation results verified that our devised adaptive equalisation scheme has a better performance than that of RLS and LMS. Furthermore, in the case of a high Doppler, the performance of the FD-PSO algorithm can be improved by increasing the number of particles and the use of re-randomisation.
